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A subwavelength antenna, which has the capability to enhance both the microwave electric and magnetic fields, is proposed for use in spintronic

devices. The geometric resonance of the microwave electric and magnetic fields in the antenna are determined by spintronic techniques, and are

in remarkable agreement with measurements taken using a vector network analyzer and simulations based on the finite-difference time-domain

method. Our simulations predict that the performance of a spin dynamo may be improved by three orders of magnitude if properly integrated with

this antenna on-chip. # 2013 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

I
t has been shown that spintronic devices based on
ferromagnetic materials under microwave radiation
can produce a dc voltage and/or current via the spin

rectification effect, which is linearly proportional to the
power of the microwave.1–7) Owing to the high conversion
efficiency of this microwave rectification, the electrical
detection technique has become a powerful tool to inves-
tigate spin dynamics in ferromagnetic materials and struc-
tures as well as to image microwave spatial distribution.8–10)

The microwave power sensitivity in spintronic devices,
which is characterized by the ratio between the produced dc
voltage and the incident microwave power, can be as high as
a few 100mV/mW.11,12) Therefore, such spintronic devices
can be fed by means of wireless power transmission, which
can act as a power supply for sensors and microprocessors
without an on-board battery. Although the sensitivity of
spintronic devices cannot yet compete with existing micro-
wave detection technologies (such as passive semiconductor
Schottky-diode microwave detectors with a power sensitiv-
ity of about 1000mV/mW), at microwatt levels, Schottky
diodes become very inefficient for wireless power transmis-
sion because their zero bias resistance (on the order of a few
k�) is too large.13,14) In this case, the converted dc power is
mainly consumed by the diode itself rather than used to
power other devices. In contrast, the zero bias resistance of
spintronic devices can be easily adjusted by tuning their
dimensions; consequently, they are a promising alternative
for ambient microwave power harvesting.14)

Differing from any conventional semiconductor micro-
wave sensors, the spin dynamo6) is sensitive not only to
the electric field (e-field) of microwaves but also to their
magnetic field (h-field).15,16) Consequently, the design of
an antenna integrated with a spin dynamo for practical
applications should take into account the microwave h-field
as well as the microwave e-field utilized in conventional
antennas. Based on the knowledge that a bowtie antenna17,18)

has the capability to enhance the e-field by decreasing its
gap, while a diabolo antenna19) has the capability to enhance
the h-field by narrowing its central strip line, we report
on a subwavelength antenna (SA) that combines the bowtie-
type and diabolo-type antennas together to simultaneously
enhance both e-field and h-field in its central near-field
range. A spin dynamo has been used to verify the per-
formance of the enhancement of such an antenna for both
e- and h-fields.

As shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a), the antenna has a
dimension of 5� 5mm2 (l ¼ 5mm) in the x–z plane, and
includes several copper lines with thickness of t ¼ 500 nm
and width of w ¼ 0:25mm deposited on a 50-�m-thick
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) substrate. Two pairs of
copper strips form two gaps of g ¼ 0:9mm near the centre
of the antenna. From a technical point of view, the antenna is
similar to an LCR parallel circuit consisting of a resistor of
R, an inductor of L and a capacitor of C with a resistance in
series with the inductor, which has an intrinsic resonance
frequency ! ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=LC� R2=4L2

p
. To understand the per-

formance of the antenna, the finite-difference time-domain
method (FDTD)20) is used for simulation. Given the dielec-
tric constant �r ¼ 2:9 for the PET substrate, an intrinsic
resonance frequency of 8.84GHz is found. By adjusting
the dimensions of the antenna, this frequency changes. As
shown in Fig. 1(a), the enhancements � [� ¼ ðASA � AinÞ=
Ain, where ASA is the transmitted field amplitude near the
antenna and Ain is the amplitude of incident field] of both
the e-field and the h-field are calculated for a point distance
of y ¼ 1:5mm away from the centre of the antenna (the
origin point of the x–y–z coordinate system). Note that this
definition is different from plasmonic community where
(ASA2

=Ain2 ) is typically defined to be the enhancement
factor.19) The enhancement of the e-field is attributed to the
gaps beside the central strip, while the enhancement of the
h-field is generated by the focused microwave current
flowing in the central strip.

Conventionally, the distribution of the microwave e-field
can be precisely detected using a vector network analyser
(VNA) and a near-field probe. This measurement has been
carried out in a setup shown in the inset of Fig. 1(c), where
an X-band (8–12GHz) horn waveguide connected to the
port 1 of VNA is used to emit microwaves, and a near-field
probe connected to the port 2 of VNA is used to receive the
microwaves transmitted from the antenna. The near-field
probe is made by cutting a semirigid coaxial cable (oriented
along the y-direction) so that a roughly 2-mm-long piece of
its core wire remains out of the shielding; it is then bent
forward in the z-direction (the polarization direction of the
e-field emitted from the centre of the horn waveguide). This
probe is aligned with the centre of the waveguide, and the
antenna between them is placed on a computer-controlled
positioner that can move in the x-, y-, and z-directions with a
resolution of 5 �m and a travel range of 50mm.
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A typical measurement result for a distance of y ¼ 0:5
mm between the probe and the antenna is shown in Fig. 1(c),
where the enhancement � ¼ jSSA21 � Sref

21 j=Sref
21 denotes the

ratio of the measured S21 parameters for the cases with the
antenna (SSA

21 ) and without the antenna (Sref
21 ). The maximum

value of � is at a frequency of 8.87GHz (the corresponding
wavelength in vacuum is 34mm), which is close to the
simulated result of 8.84GHz. To rule out the possibility that
this resonant structure is due to coupling between the
antenna and the probe, we have carried out two independent
experiments. In the first experiment, we have moved the
antenna in x–z plane and measured � as a function of
frequency (not shown). The results indicate an almost
identical resonant frequency, although the amplitude of �
varied significantly with position (the overall tendence is
that � is large when the probe is near the central gap region
and decreases when the probe is moved faraway). Addition-
ally, the Ex and Ey (electric field components along x-
and y-directions) were measured with the bare core wire
of semirigid coaxial cable bending forward in x- and
y-directions, respectively. The Ex is so small that it’s
difficult to determine the resonant frequency. The Ey is
strong and it shows the same resonant frequency as Ez.

In the second measurement, a spin dynamo was used
to probe this resonant effect. The main component of such
a spin dynamo is a permalloy (Ni80Fe20, Py) microstrip
(typically 2:45mm� 20 �m� 80 nm). The Py strip is along
the z-direction (the polarization direction of the microwave
e-field), and the width of the Py is along the x-direction. The

spin dynamo can convert the microwaves into a dc voltage
(PV) according to the spin rectification effect,6) i.e.,
PV / h j � mi, where j is the current induced by the
microwave e-field, m is the nonequilibrium magnetization
driven by the microwave h-field, and h� � �i denotes the time
average. Obviously, the amplitude of m reaches a maximum
value at the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and, hence, the
PV spectra in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) show such a resonant
effect. As detailed in the discussion of Ref. 8, because of
the relative phase between the microwave e- and h-field,
PV spectra near FMR show a combination of Lorenz and
dispersive line shapes given by

PV ¼ AL
�H2

ðH �H0Þ2 þ�H2

þ AD
�HðH �H0Þ

ðH �H0Þ2 þ�H2
; ð1Þ

where H0 is the resonant magnetic field, �H is the line-
width, H is the external magnetic field, and AL and AD are
the amplitudes for the Lorenz and dispersive components,
respectively. To measure PV spectra detected by the spin
dynamo, the experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1(b) that is
similar to the one depicted in the inset of Fig. 1(c). But the
VNA is no longer used, and the probe is replaced by the spin
dynamo and the horn waveguide is connected to a micro-
wave generator where the output microwave power was
amplitude-modulated by a square wave, and a lock-in
amplifier triggered by such a squared wave was employed
to detect the rectified PV signal. The external magnetic field
was oriented 45� with respect to the z-direction in the x–z
plane and the antenna was placed 1.5mm away from the
spin dynamo. A typical PV spectrum at 8.8GHz is plotted in
Fig. 1(e), where the FMR line shape can be well fitted by
Eq. (1) with a resonant amplitude of PVSA ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2

L þ A2
D

p
.

The dispersion of the FMR (not shown) follows Kittel’s
formula ! ¼ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H0ðH0 þM0Þ

p
with �=2��0 ¼ 29GHz/T

and a saturation magnetization �0M0 ¼ 1:1T.
For a systematic comparison, we have also measured the

PV spectrum for the situation without the antenna. As shown
in Fig. 1(f ), the FMR line shape is also well fitted by Eq. (1)
with an amplitude of PVref . Thus, the enhancement � ¼
jPVSA � PVref j=PVref due to the antenna is shown in
Fig. 1(d). The solid circles and solid squares correspond to
a positive and negative H biases, respectively. It clearly
shows a resonant-type enhancement near 8.78 and 8.82GHz
for positive and negative H biases, respectively. These
resonant positions are in excellent agreement with both the
simulation result and the measurements performed via VNA,
which clearly indicates the intrinsic geometrical resonance
of the antenna. It should also be noted that the enhancement
of the PV signal is due to the enhancement of the microwave
field, and hence, can be observed not only from the PV near
FMR, but also from the PV near spin wave resonances
(resonances at fields below FMR) as well as nonresonant PV
in the vicinity of H ¼ 0.9,10)

So far, the near-field enhancement of the microwave
e-field is clearly seen using a near-field probe and a VNA.
However, from a single PV spectrum, we cannot conclude
the enhancement effect of the microwave h-field from the
measured PV signal in a spin dynamo since PV is in general
a product of e-field and h-field. In order to separate the
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Fig. 1. (a) Simulated enhancements of ez (solid circles) and hx (open

squares) as functions of microwave frequency. The schematic structure of

the antenna is shown in the inset. (b) Diagram of the experimental setup

measuring the microwave photovoltage (PV) using a spin dynamo. (c) � as a
function of the microwave frequency extracted from a VNA measurement.

The inset shows the diagram of experimental setup measuring e-field using a

near-field probe. (d) Same as (c) but via a microwave PV measurement

using a spin dynamo, the solid circles and solid squares correspond to the

PV amplitude of FMRs at positive and negative magnetic field biases,

respectively. Typical PV spectra at 8.8GHz are plotted in (e) and (f) for

cases with and without the antenna, respectively. Solid black lines are the

calculated line shape of the FMR according to Eq. (1) and solid light blue

and yellow symbols are experimental data.
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contributions caused by the microwave e-field and the
microwave h-field, and hence, demonstrate the near-field
enhancement of the microwave h-field by the antenna, we
have measured the angular-dependent PV spectra by varying
the orientation of the external applied H-field. In such an
experiment, the amplitudes AL and AD of the Lorentz and
dispersive line-shape contributions to the PV signal can be
expressed as8,9)

AL ¼ �Rjz sinð2�Þ½�Axxhx sinð�xÞ cosð�Þ
þ Axxhz sinð�zÞ sinð�Þ � Axyhy cosð�yÞ�=2M0; ð2Þ

AD ¼ �Rjz sinð2�Þ½Axxhx cosð�xÞ cosð�Þ
� Axxhz cosð�zÞ sinð�Þ � Axyhy sinð�yÞ�=2M0; ð3Þ

where �x, �y, and �z are the relative phases between the
microwave electric and magnetic fields in the x-, y-, and
z-directions, respectively, � is the angle between H and the
permalloy strip (z-direction) in the xz plane, �R is the
resistance change due to the AMR effect, jz is the rf current
along the Py strip (which satisfies jz ¼ �ez), ez is the
amplitude of the z component of the microwave e-field
emitted from the horn waveguide, and � is the conductivity
of Py. The prefactors Axx, Axy, and Ayy are real numbers,
which are related to the Py properties.8,9)

The amplitudes AL and AD in Eqs. (2) and (3), res-
pectively, of the Lorentz and dispersive line-shape contribu-
tions, show a complex dependence on each component of
the microwave h-field as well as on its relative phase.
However, the fingerprints of AL; AD / sinð2�Þ cos � for
hx AL; AD / sinð2�Þ for hy and AL; AD / sinð2�Þ sin � for
hz allow the contributions to AL and AD from hx, hy, and hz
to be easily separated.

This separation is done using the Lorentz and dispersive
amplitudes determined from a fit to the FMR at !=2� ¼
8:8GHz, which are plotted as a function of � in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(d) for cases without and with the SA, respectively. A
fit using Eqs. (2) and (3) allows the contributions from each
of the hx, hy, and hz fields to be separated based on their

different contributions to the � dependence of the line shape.
The results of the fit for a set of frequencies have been
plotted in Figs. 2(b)–2(f), where h cosð�Þ and h sinð�Þ
indicate the components of the microwave h-fields in-phase
and out-of-phase with respect to jz due to the existence
of a nonzero relative phase. Without the SA, a fairly flat
dependence of the microwave frequency [Figs. 2(b) and
2(c)] is observed; with the SA, a clear resonant (8.8GHz)
structure is observed for both the in-phase (h cos�) and out-
of-phase (h sin�) components of hx and hy in Figs. 2(e) and
2(f ) because of the geometrical resonance of the antenna.

In contrast to the VNA measurement, which can only
detect enhancement of the microwave e-field, the spin
dynamo has the capability to detect the enhancement of
both the microwave e- and h-field by carefully checking
the deduced h-vector. The hz component (not shown) is at
least one order of magnitude smaller than the hx and hy com-
ponents. This observation is in agreement with the wave-
guide theory that the hz-field should not exist for transverse
electric (TE10) waves emitted from a horn waveguide.
Following such a rule, one can also expect a dominant hx
field near the centre of a horn waveguide. Indeed, such an
h-vector has been directly measured via the electrical detec-
tion technique.15) However, Fig. 2 clearly shows a dominant
hy component. Note that in the spin dynamo, the Py micro-
strip is inserted in the middle of the slot between ground and
signal strips of a coplanar waveguide (CPW).6) The micro-
waves radiated from the horn waveguide result in a micro-
wave current flowing through the highly conductive CPW
(along the z-direction) and, hence, a microwave h-field
polarized along the y-direction is produced according to the
Biot-Savart law in the neighbouring Py strip (a distance of
less than 100 �m away). Because the measured hyjz com-
ponent is solely due to the contribution from the microwave
e-field as shown in the discussion above, the enhancement of
the e-field �e ¼ jSAz =jrefz � 1 to 0.5 at !=2� ¼ 8:8GHz can be
estimated from the ratio of hSAy jSAz =hrefy jrefz � ð jSAz =jrefz Þ2 ¼
2:26 shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(f). We can further estimate
the enhancement of the h-field �h ¼ hSAx =hrefx � 1 to 1.04
from the ratio of hSAx jSAz =hrefx jrefz � 3:05 shown in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(e).

For practical applications, the antenna can be integrated
with a spin dynamo on-chip, which can significantly enhance
the performance of the spin dynamo according to the
simulation using the FDTD method. In our simulation,
the microwave source is a plane wave, which propagates
along the y-direction, and the polarizations of the e-field
and h-field are along the z- and x-directions, respectively.
Figure 3 shows calculated enhancements for electric and
magnetic fields at an xz plane distance of 200 �m away from
the SA (y ¼ 200 �m), which indicates a maximum value
of about 40 for the ez-field and 120 for the hx-field. The
strongest ez-field is located at the two gaps in the SA, while
the strongest hx-field is located above the central strip of
the SA because all the electric current must flow through it,
as shown in the right bottom inset of Fig. 3(b). If a spin
dynamo is placed near the centre of the SA at a distance
of about y � 200 �m, the resulting PV could be 2000 times
larger. This enhancement factor (2000) is readily larger
than the area enhancement [50002=ð20� 2450Þ ¼ 500]. We
also calculate the PV through simulation in the plane
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Fig. 2. Separated Lorentz and dispersive line shapes (circles and squares,

respectively) as a function of � from a fit to Eq. (1) at !=2� ¼ 8:8GHz for

cases without (a) and with (d) the antenna. (b) and (c) are the hy and hx fields
deduced from �-dependent Lorenz and Dispersive components at various

frequencies for a situation without the antenna; (e) and (f) are ones with the

antenna.
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of y ¼ 1:5mm, and the resultant PV is about 30 times larger
than the experimental one. The deviation between simulated
and measured PV (and also electric and magnetic field
enhancement) can be attributed to several reasons: First, the
CPW structure is not yet optimized for SA antenna and
therefore the large impedance mismatch exists between SA
and the spin dynamo. Second, the substrate and electrodes
and so on may influence the resonant property of the
antenna. Third, the interaction between spin-dynamo and the
antenna may alter the resonant mode property. These factors
have not yet been considered in the simulation. In addition,
the structural imperfection in device fabrication may also
contribute to the deviation.

In the microwave rectification field, semiconductor diode
is very competitive, however, the large zero-bias resistance
restricts the lower power limit.14) With the resonant nature
which is efficient for field enhancement, our SA antenna
should also be helpful for semiconductor diode rectifying,
and the practical effect needs to be demonstrated experi-
mentally.

In summary, a subwavelength SA has been fabricated
for microwave applications in spintronic devices, which are
sensitive to both microwave e- and h-field, in contrast to any
conventional antenna. The resonant frequency of the antenna
is measured by a near-field probe and a spin dynamo, and the
results agree well with the simulation. The enhancement
of both the microwave e- and h-field has been directly

measured via a spin dynamo. It has been calculated that the
performance of a spin dynamo can be improved by three
orders of magnitude by integrating it with an SA. This effect
implies a promising alternative for ambient microwave
power harvesting via spintronic technique. Our work may
pave a way to realize practical opto-spintronics.
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Fig. 3. (a) Two-dimensional distribution of the electric field enhancement

(ez) at y ¼ 200 �m, i.e., an xz plane located 200 �m away from the SA. The

inset plots ez as a function of y when x ¼ z ¼ 0. (b) Two-dimensional

distribution of the magnetic field enhancement (hx) at y ¼ 200�m. The left

inset shows hx as a function of y for x ¼ z ¼ 0, and the right inset shows the

current flow at the resonant state. The dashed contour of SA is over-layed in

the figures as an aid to the reader.
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